
Fitness Trail (West side): 
Trail Features: Designated for Physical Exercise 
Trail Location: First information center/parking lot on right at foot of hill 
from West entrance 
One Direction Length: 0.80 miles 
Lowest Elevation: 1183 Feet 
Highest Elevation: 1308 Feet 
Total Elevation Gain: 108 Feet 
Trail Blaze Color: White 
Difficulty Rating: Moderate-Difficult 

 

 

Directions to Trailhead: 

Enter West entrance of the park off Highway 441 and park at the first 
information center/kiosk on the right at the foot of the hill. 

When parked facing the woods, access to trailhead to the far right of the 
tree line; this path also accesses the Harmon Loop Trail. 

 

Trail Description: 

The Fitness Trail is a popular trail for our local residents. This Course was 
designed for Senior Citizens in mind to acquire a well-rounded workout in a 
peaceful, outdoor environment. But everyone can benefit from these 
activities. 

The very beginning of the trail is an access to both trailheads that is shared 
by the Harmon Loop Trail. As you begin on the access trail at 1183 feet, 
watch out for a lot of poison ivy that has dominated both sides of the trail 
and mixed with Christmas ferns. 

Within the first 1000 feet, you will arrive at the 4-way intersection at the 
trailheads of both the Fitness Trail and Harmon Loop at 1200 feet. Start, in 
numbered order, the designated fitness routine by turning right at the 4-
way and examine the first sign on left that maps the course, , each of the 14 
stations assigned activity and explains how you play the game and earn 



points. Stations 1-7 are warm-up games and exercises and stations 8-14 are 
cool-down games and exercises. Continue ascending the steep hill to: 

Station 1: Stress Relief Preview on the right designated at 1285 feet. 

Station 2: Hamstring Stretch arrives quickly on the right at 1293 feet. 

Station 3: Calf Stretch as the trail levels off around 1295 feet. 

Station 4: Half Squat where the path widens along the top rim at 1291 feet 

Station 5: Side Twist just before the crest in the trail here at 1308 feet 

Station 6: Double Step comes up on the left and turns hard back to left to 
drop into this station at 1300 feet. 

Look for a patch of Maidenhair ferns where the trail levels off around 0.33 
miles. The trail gradually descends ahead. 

Station 7: Circle Hurdles are on the left at 1290 feet where you find 
another patch of Maidenhair ferns just past the station. 

Now the warm-up Stations are complete and it’s time to cool-down. 

Station 8: Chair-ups come in at 1280 feet where the trail switchbacks to the 
left while dropping into the valley. 

Station 9: Standing Push-ups around 1266 feet and then continue 
descending enjoying the carpets of plush, green moss that line the trail 
accompanied by more Maidenhair ferns at 1250 feet. 

Arrive at the trails lowest point with a view of the valley floor at 1220 feet 
around 0.50 miles. 

Station 10: Knee-ups on the left after you have ascended back to 1255 feet. 

Station 11: Block Walk comes just before a dip in trail that changes 
elevation from 1268 feet to 1260 feet before leveling out approaching the 
next station. 

Station 12: Heel and Toe Walk is shadowed by mature Maples, American 
Beech, Yellow Poplar, Oaks and plenty of poison ivy at 1255 feet. 



Station 13: Pole Climb is still gradually descending to 1246 feet in 0.67 
miles. 

Trail rises again and levels off at 1263 feet at 0.72 miles where the run-off 
from rainwater has carved a deep ditch down the hillside.  

Station 14: Stress Release Closing completes the last task of this course at 
1268 feet on 0.75 miles. 

The trail is primarily level to the finish line sign just before the 4-way 
intersection and ending in 0.80 miles at 1268 feet. 

 

 

 

 


